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SUMMARY 

Flight measurements were made on a swept-wing jet aircraft to 
determine the effects of adding forward camber and an increased leading- 
edge radius on the low-speed stalling characteristics, the high-speed 
static longitudinal stability, and the airplane drag. 

The results showed that the modified leading edge produced values 
of maximum lift somewhat greater than that given by the slats on the 
normal airplane; however; the stall was unacceptable because of an abrupt 
roll-off. The addition of a fence resulted in a satisfactory stall with 
values of maximum lift comparable to the normal -lane. The modified 
lead3ng edge produced no significant changes in the longitudinal-stability 
characteristics in the transonic Mach number range. The drag of the 
-lane with the modified leading edge was slightly higher than that 
of the normal airplane below a.86 Mach ntier and above 0.94 Mach number 
at a normal force coefficient of 0.15. 

INTRODUCTION 

?Zigh-lift devices suchas leading-edge slats andleading-edge flaps 
have been used successfully to delay flow separation and thereby improve 
the low-speed lift characteristics of swept wings. These devices, 
however, are mechan5call.y complicated, add appreciable weight to the 
wing structure, render useless the fcnwar d portion of the WLng for fuel 
storage, and ccenplicate the installation of de-icing equipment. Refer- 
ence 1 gives results of wind-tunnel tests of an a-lane tith a modified 
wing section, incorporating a moderate smount of camber over the forward 
portion of the chord and an increase Fn leading-edge radius which serve 
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to delay flow separation to at least as high lift coefficients as are 
attainable with a slotted wing. m 

The results of that investigation, conducted on a full-scale 35O 
swept-wing airplane in the Ames &O-by go-foot wind tunnel, left open * 
three questions regarding the use of the modified leading edge in actual ... .-:I: 
flight. One-was the-effect on-the low-sped staJIing characteristics - _ - : 
since the modified leading edge produced a sharp lift-curve top and 
longitudinal instability beyond maximum lift; second was the effect on 

- ._-. 

longitudinal stability at supercritical.speeds; and third was the effect . . ..L 
on the airplane high-speed drag. 

In order to answer these questions, a flight investigation.was 
carried out on the ssxae type of swept-wing airplane described in refer- 
ence 1. The results of the flight investigation are reported herein. 

NOTATION 

AZ ratfo of net aerodynsmk force (positive when directed 
upward) along airplane Z axLs tothe?wei@;ht of airplane 

CD drag coefficient, drag/qS 

CL lift coefficient, lift/qS c _..I 

c, pitching-moment coefficient, pitching moment/qSc 

cm, pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift 

C&+f wing-fuselage pit.ching-moment coefficient 

CN normal-force coefficient, normal force/qS .- 

M Mach number 

E mean aerodynamic chord of wing, ft 

C local wing chord, ft 

9 dynamic pressure, 1 V2, 
EP 

lb/sq ft 

S wing area, sq ft 

V true airspeed, f-t set / 

.- 
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P density, slugs/cu f-t 

a airplane angle of attack, deg 

aL0 angle of zero lift, deg 

se elevator angle, deg 

EQUIF%.ENTI$?DTESTS 

The test airplane, which was the same type studGd in reference 1, 
was a jet-powered fighter having swept-back wing and tail surfaces. 
A photograph of the alrplane is presented in figure 1 and a two-view 
drawing is given in figure 2. A description of the geometric details 
of the normal -lane is given in table I. Figure 3(a) is a drawing 
showing the unmodified and modified wing airfoil sections at 
station 0.857 semispan. The wing with this modified section is the 
same as that of modification 1 of reference 1. Figure 3(b) is a photo- 
graph showing the &sding-edge modification. Gecnnetric details of the 
modified wing airfoil section are contained Fn reference 1 (listed as 
modification 1). This leading-edge modification tested in flight 
extended over the complete span of the wing and was made of wood. 
Figure 4 shows a view of a 0.2% fence at 0.63 semispan. This fence 
was awrap-aroundtype,apprcodmately 5 inches high. The fence was on 
the wing only during the stall tests of the modified leading edge. 

Standard NASA instruments and an 18-channel oscillograph were used 
to record the various quantities. Airspeed measurements and values of 
Mach number were obtained using the nose-boom airspeed system described 
in reference 2. For the stall flights a free-swiveling airspeed head 
was used to minimize the error caused by angle of attack. Horizontal- 
tail loads used to derive the wing-fuselage pitching moments were 
measured by means of strati gsges at the three pin-joined attachment 
fittings where the tail is joined to the fuselage. Angle of attack was 
measured by a vane mounted 8 feet ahead of the fuselage nose. 

AU. coefficients are based on the dimensions of the unmodified 
airplane. 

Flight tests to measure the low-speed s tailing characteristics 
were made at 10,000 feet altitude. All other testing was performed at 
approximately 35,000 feet. 
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Meximum lift c!haracterietics . - The Uf$ curves determinedti flight 
for the test airplane with the m&fled leading edge, the basfc wing 
(slats locked closed and sealed), and the normal slat configuration 
83-e given in-figure 5. It-be notedthatfor the flaps-down case 
the 'modified leading edge-provided lift coefficient increments approxi- 
mately 0.3 greater than that of the basic wing and 0.22 greater than 
that with the al&s operating. These increments corresponded to those 
indicated by the tunnel testa, although the absolute .value of maximum 
lift was Mgher in the tunnel for the flaps-down-case. The maximum 
lift occurred at a higher angle of attack for the modified leading edge 
than for the normal wing with slats operating for both the flaps-up 
and flaps-down conditions. 

.- 

_ 

. - 

Nature of stall.- The stalling characteristics of the airplane 
tit& the modified leading edge-for the flaps-up and flaps- conditions 
were considered unacceptable because of an abrupt roll-off and the large 
angles of bank attained at the staU. In addltfon, the stall was made 
more hazardous by the absence of any stall warning. The records showed Y- 
that the Initial roll-off at the stall resulted in an angle of bank of 
approximately 60° and a rolling velocity of the order of 1.4 radians 
per eecond. The magnitude of these quantities increased In value 

r* 
I 

rapidly (in excess of the range8 of the instruments) as the stfck was 
brought back. Similar‘unacceptable characteristics existed for the 
airplane with the basic. wing (slats locked closed and sealed). For the 
normal airplane (slats operating) the stall was considered operatfonally 
satisfactory. In this case, the stall was characterized by a more 
gradual departure from tings-level fUght wJth the initial angle of 
bank being less than 5O and the rolling oscillations building up to a 
maxJmum amplitude of about *50° in 10 seconds of stalled flight. It is 
of interest to note that the pilot did not notice a pitch-up beyond 
maxbum lift with the modified leading edge even though the wind-tunnel 
results presented in figure 6 (taken from ref. 1) showed a marked 
unstable break in pitch-g moment. The pilot did note the small region 
of neutral stabflity for the flaps-up case (fig. 6) immediately before 
maX%mum lift and a pitch-down beyond max5mum lift for the normal air- 
plane with the slats operating. 

Observations of tufts on the upper ting surface at the stall indi- _- _-- 
cated that the abrupt roll-off for the modI‘fied leading edge was due to .-.. 
an asymmetric flow separation Wtiating outboard near the wing tip snd 
spreading inboard-rapidly. This abrupt stall was also evidenced by the 
sharp lift peaks measured in flight and in the tid tunnel (fig. 5)= 

* 

In en effort to move the stalLi.ng characteristics, a number of wing 
I 
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modifications aimed at flattening out the lift peak and thus modifying 
the abruptness of the stall were flight-tested. The modifications 
suggested inthe.wd-tunnel results of reference 1 (wing modifi- 
cations 2 and 3), which were designed to spoil the flow at the Wang 
leading edge at the root, did result in some improvement but the stall 
characteristics for the flaps-down case were still considered unsatis- 
factory. Tuft pictures taken in flight for the flaps-down case showed 
that modification 3 produced areas of,separation Inboard; however, 
separation still occurred rather abruptly over the outboard wing panel. . 
This modification resultedin a decrement in Ck of 0.31 for flaps 
up and 0.21 for flaps.down: These decrements were of the same order 
of magnitude as those of the wind-tunnel results. 

It had been noted from previous tests on the basic wing that the 
use of fences had provided satisfactory stalling characteristics with 
some penalty in max3mum lift. A number of flight tests were made with 
fences on the wing with the modified lea&Lng edge in an effort to pro- 
vide sat'lsfactory stallinn characteristics with a mFn5mum penalty in 
ms2hn.m lift. The optGm.un configuration found was'that shown in the 
photograph of #gure 4, con&sting of a short chord fence (0.25~) 
at 0.63 semiSpan. This fence prc&zced stalling characteristics similar 
to the normal wing with slats operating, that is, a gradual departure 
from wings-level flight with the initial angle of bank less than y" and . 
a build-up inrolling oscillations to about&500 over a period of 10 
seconds of stalled flight. The stall warning for this configuration 
was substantially the same as that for the normal air-plane, that fs, 
satisfactory with flaps up and m&rginal&y satisfactory to unsatisfactory 
with flaps down. The stall warning for the normal airplane was con- 
sidered satisfactory with flags up and Satisfactory with flaps down. 
The decrement in msximum LWt for the fence FnstaU.a.tion fs of the 
order of 0.17. (See fig. 7.) Thus the msxbnum lift of the airplane 
with cambered leading edge and fence fnatalled was equal to that of the 
normal airplane with slats operating. 

High-SpeedLongitudinal Stability 

At Mach numbers between 0.75 a&0.94, the maneuverability of the 
normal airplane is limited by a longitudinal instability which makes it 
difficult to obtain bTgh normal accelerations without inadvertently 
"overshooting" or pitching up to a stall. Reference 3 has shown that 
this longitudinal fnstability is due pr3marily to an unstable break in 
the wing-fuselage pitchin@;-moment coefficient caused by a loss of lift 
over the outer portions of the wing from shockyinduced sepa%tion. In 
addition, there are trim changea. with Mach number in which the airplane ' 
tends to pitch up at 0.95 Mach number when.slowing,doun fram a high Mach 
number dive. 

. 
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Since these high-speed longitudinal-stability problems are 
l associated with shock-induced separation, it was not expected that the 

modified leading edge, which was designed to improve the low-speed 
maximum lift coefficient, would reduce-the high-speed longitudinal * 
instability. It was hoped, however, that the amount of camber used 
would be insufficient to adversely affect it, as was shown to be the 
case in reference 4 for tests at 2,000,OCQ Reynolds number of a wing 
with a similar leading-edge modificatioq. 

Flight tests confirmed that the high-speed longitudinal instability 
was little affectedby use of the modified leading edge. In figure 8, 
the static longitudinal stability as shown by the variation of 6, 
with AZ for the modified leading edge com@s.red closely with that for 
the normal leading edge; .-It would follow that-the stick-force variation 
with AZ would be similar to that for the normal wing. 

2 ai 

I . . 

- 

In regard to trim changes tith Mach number, figure 9 shows the 
elevator angle required for level flight in the Mach number range 
from 0.60 to 0.91 for both configurations.- Rere., too, the addition of 
the modified leading edge caused no significant change. 

Above O.glMach number, data are not-available on trim changes 
with change in speed, but on the basis of four dives through this speed -. - 
range the.pilot reported that no significant change resulted from the 
installation of the modified leading edge, The pitch-up wan still 
apparent when slowing down through 0.95 Mach number and was of approxi- 

+ 

mately the same intensity. 

Although no specific tests were made for buffeting, the pilot felt 
that the modified leading edge did not alter the buffeting characteristics 
from those shown in reference 5 for the normal airplane. 

Figure 10 presents the variation of the flight.measured wing- 
fuselage pitching-moment coefficient with normal-force coefficient at 
various constant values of Mach number for both the modified and normal 
leading edge. These data agree-quite well with the results obtained 
in reference 4 at a Reynolds number df 2,000,oOO. Below 0.8 Mach 
number there was no significant change resulting from the use of the 
modified leading edge, only a negative shift in pitching-moment 
coefficient at zero lift of -O.Ol;'the variation with CR being-almost 
identical for the two configurations. The increased elevator angle 
required with the cambered leading edge as shown in figures 8 and 9 is 
about a half a degree smaller than would be expected.from the Cm, 
shift shown in figure 10. Above 0.8 &ach number there is, in addition, 
a small increase in stability below the CR for pitch-up with the 
break coming at slightly lower CR. . 
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The drag of the airplane (shown in fig. ll) was measured using the 
technique described in reference 5. The drag was measured at nornvxl- 
force coefficients between OX? and.0.18 and was corrected to CN = 0.15 
using a value of 0.6 for the air&ne efficiency factor at all Mach 
numbers.- 

The drag of the modified airplane appeared to be slightly higher 
than that of the normal airplane up to about 0.86 Mach number. The 
data of reference 4 tend to substantiate this result showing a higher 
minimum drag for the wing with forward camber. It should be noted that 
in the referenced results this drag penalty disap$&ed at a lift 
coefficient of 0.3 and, at higher i& values, the‘drag of the basic 
wing was higher. 

For Mach numbers between 0.86 and 0.94 the'drag of the two air-plane 
configurations appeared-to be equal. Above 0.94, the drag of the modi- 
fied wing began to increase significantly above that for the basic 
WLng. _. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Flight test.8 of a 35O awept-back-wing airplane,'with the wing 
modified to incorporate~a moderate-amount of camber over the forward 
portion of the chord and an increase in the.leading-edge radius, have 
shown the following: 

1. The modified leading edge provided an increase in maximum lift 
coefficient, flaps d&n,' of 0.31 over the basic wing and of 0.22 over 
the wing with slats operating. The stalling characteristics in steady 
straight flight were considered unacceptable by the pilot because of 
an abrupt roll-off. B addition, there was. no stall warning.. The 
installation of a fence resulted in a.satisfactory stall with a penalty 
in maximum lift of about EL percent.. Thus the meximwn lift character- 
istics compared closely with those for the normal airplane with slats 
operating. . Longitudinal instability beyond the stall noted in wind- 
tunnel test6 was not apparent to the pilot. 

2. The addition of the cambered leading edge caused no significant 
changes in the longitudinal-stability characteristics of the air-plane 
in tests which extended to a Mach-number bf 0.91. Wind-tunnel tests 
of a similer wing at 2,000,ooO Reynolds number indicated similar results. 
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3* The drag of ythe. airplane ~&I&the modified leading edge was 
slightly higher than that of the normal airplane below 0.86 Mach number 
and above 0.94 Mach number at 0.15 normal-force-coefficient. 
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IlABlx I.- DEscRIPrIoNOFTFsT~ 

irFng --- 

Totalwingarea (fncluU.ngflaps, slats, and 
49.92 sq ft covered by fuselage) ......... 287.go sq ft 

span .......................... 37.12 ft 
Aspect ratio ......................... 4.7s 
Tap-ratio ........................ 0.51 

Meanaerodynamic chord(wln@;station 98.7 in.). .... 8.08 f-t 
Dihedralangle.. ...................... 3-O’ 
Sweepback of 0.25~chord lfne ............... 35014’ 
Sweepbackofleadingedge ................. 37O4-4' 
Aerodynamic and geometric twist .............. 2.0' 
Root airfoil section (normal to 0.25-chard line) ... RACA OOU-64 

(modiffed) 
Tip airfoil section.(normal to 0.25-chord Une) ... RACA 0011-64 

(modffied) 
Ailerons .' 

Totalarea .................... . .. 37.2Osqft 
span.......: .................. g.l8ft 
chord (average) ..................... 2.03 ft 

Eorizontal tafl 

Total area (including 1.20 sq ft covered by 
verticaltail) ................... 34.99 sqft 

span ............ . ........... ...12.75 ft 
Aspectratio ......................... 4.6~ 
Taperratio ......................... 0.45 
Dihedralangle. ...................... 1O.W 
Root chord (horizontal-tail station 0) .......... 
Tip chord, equivalent (horizontal-tail 

3.79 ft 

station 76.68 in.) ................... 1.74 ft 
Mean aerodynamic chord (horizontal-tail 

station 33.54 in.> .... L .............. 2.89 f-t 
Sweepback of 0.25~chord line ............... 
Airfofl section (parallel to center line) 

34035’ 
... . NACA 0010-64 

Maz&num stabilizer deflection. ......... 
Elevator 

+i" Up, -10'. down 

Area (including tabs and excluding balance area 
forwardofhingeIlne) .............. 

Span.each 
10.13sqft 

....................... 
Chord, inboard (equivalent horizontal-tail 

5.nft 

station 6.92 in-). ..... ...... 
Chord, outboard (theoretical) horizontal-I&. 

..... 1.19 ft 

station'S.lE!in.) 
Maximum elevator deflect&n: 

............ 

Boost ~~~~~ 1: 

.. jsd I.&,' i7.&512 
............ .. .. Ey&ratiic 

- 
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Figure l.- !r%reequarter front view of test airplane. 
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Mote: All dimensions ore in inches. 
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Unmodified profi% 

v, 

ial &Is of oiffoii sections at 0.857 semispan, token normal h the 
wing quaf ter - chord liI. 

F,igure 3.- Unni4dified and modified wing oirlbil SBElions. 



(b) Photograph of wing leading-edge mcdiflcation. 

Figure 3.- Concluded. 
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Figure 4.- View of 0.25~.fence at 0.63 se&spas. 
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d Raps up; geor up 
0 F/ups down; gear down hfodified leoding edge 

d Ftups up; g8Or up 
El Flops down; geuf down 

1 
fformo/ oifphne ; shts operating 

W Fhps up; gear up 

0 Naps down; gear down Normql oh-p/one; slats locked closed 

8 12 16 20 

An&d8 Of UttOck, 0; d8g 

28 

F&W8 5. - vbricrtion Of /ifi CO8ffiCi8flt With Ul?g/8 Of &fUCk fof 
VUfiOUS con figufutions. 
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d Flaps up 
0 Raps down 1 

Modified /euding edge 

d Naps up 
U F/ops down 1 

Norma/ oirpfane ; shfs operafing 

W Flops up 
0 Flaps down 

Nonno/ oirp/ane; shfs locked closed 

/.8 

.6 

-0 YO4 -08 -12 y/6 -20 

Pitching -momen f co8ffici8nts cm 

figure 6.- Voriution of pifching moment with lift coefficient OS 
. ObfUin8d frOm W/n&iUnne/ t8SfS /r8f8f8nC8 1). 
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MOtiifi8d /8Udhg 8dg8 

P 0.25 fence at 0.63 semispun 0.25 fence at 0.63 semispun 

- - - fformcr/ &p/one; shts 
H-4 

8 12 /6 
Angle of offa&, Q, deg 

(b/ f/ups down, gear down. 

Figure Z - Conchded. 
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Figure 8.- Van’cWon of e/evafor ung/e wifh norm& 
accehrafion facfo< A,, for various Mach 
numbers. 
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8 
Modified &ding edge 

-.5 .6 .I .8 

Mach number, M 

.9 /.o 

Figure 9.- Variation of e/evufor angle for sfeady sfroighf flighf. 
S fabihker incidence, 0.6 *. 
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Wing - fuse&e pitching-moment coefficient, Cmw +I 

Figure 10. - Wing -fuselage pitching-moment coefficient of &p/one with normel wing and wiih modified 
bading 8dg8. 
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.O/ 
.66 .82 .86 90 

h43Ch number, Al 
.94 38 LO2 I.06 

Figure /I,- Variation of drag coefficient with Mach number for measured points between 
C, vthws of 0.12 and 0.18 corrected to a C, of O./S. 
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